Abstract. Variations in illumination is a well-known affecting factor on face recognition system performance. Features extraction is one of the principal steps on a face recognition framework, where it is possible to alleviate the illumination effects on face images. The aim of this work is to study the illumination invariant properties of an hypercomplex image representation. A quaternion description from the image is built using second order derivatives decomposition. This representation is transformed to quaternion frequency domain and its illumination invariant and discriminative properties are compared against complex frequency domain obtained from a complex representation constructed with first order derivative decomposition. The hypercomplex quaternion representation was found to be more discriminative than the complex one, when comparing on face recognition with images under varying lighting conditions.
Introduction
Illumination invariant features are desirable in face recognition systems due to the degradation of the performance when face images are affected by lighting variations. Despite the work of Chen et al. [1] , which states that no discriminative illumination invariants exist, different illumination invariant face image descriptors have been proposed. Their demonstration is based on the construction of an arbitrary object, which is able to generate the two images at hand under two different lighting source, in a way that there is no guarantee that the images correspond to the same object or to different objects (the real and the generated one). However, working in face image domain, where face images are always detected first, guarantees that the object which invalidates the discriminative invariant function, will no belong to our domain.
Some of the illumination invariant descriptors proposed for face recognition are based on statistical tools such as Principal Component Analysis and Linear Discriminant Analysis [2] . Others, transform the image to frequency domain, where illumination variations are supposed to be mainly in the low frequency spectrum, and aim at removing this frequency components while emphasizing high frequencies using them for comparison in that domain [3] [4] [5] . Another group of methods obtain features derived from face surface, like borders and texture descriptors [6, 7] , taking into account morphological characteristics of the face. Among these groups of methods, the ones which work on frequency domain have shown better performance when dealing with illumination problems [8] .
An image representation in the frequency domain can be described using complex components. In [9] , an initial complex description g(x, y) is obtained using as components the gradient of the image I in x and y directions, i.e.:
The aim of the authors is to transform the initial representation in Eq.1 to frequency domain applying Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and, working from cartesian and polar coordinates representation, to explore the illumination invariant properties of these four descriptions individually. The real part of cartesian coordinates yielded the best performance among them. Hypercomplex numbers algebra has been recently used to solve pattern recognition problems. An attempt to include the quaternion representation on face recognition approaches is proposed in [11] . The authors used a two-level wavelet decomposition to obtain the image description and designed a quaternion correlation filter. They achieved very good results on CMU-PIE Database [12] , but there is not any justification about quaternion usage and it seems a little empirical. Precisely, the motivation of our work is to understand and explain the reason of the inclusion of these hypercomplex numbers on face recognition frameworks.
Since it is possible to encapsulate until four bands of information in the quaternion representation, in this paper we proposed the construction of a quaternion representation using second order derivatives of the image decomposition. The proposed image representation is based on the idea in [9] but trying to obtain a more illumination invariant representation, presuming that with a wider decomposition of the image information, the lighting effects might be less perceptible. The obtained image descriptor is transformed to quaternion frequency domain and its representation in both cartesian and polar coordinates are used to compare their illumination invariant and discriminative properties among them and against those presented in [9] . Results on face image verification and identification experiments on XM2VTS and Extended Yale B databases, show that the quaternion outperforms the complex representation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, quaternion theory and its uses in image domain is reviewed. In Section 3, the face image decomposition using second order derivatives to construct the quaternion frequency domain representation is presented. The experimental results are drawn in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusions of the paper.
Quaternion Theory
Quaternion algebra was originally introduced by Hamilton in 1843 [13] . A quaternion is composed by a real part and an imaginary part consisting of three orthogonal components.
The cartesian representation of quaternion numbers would be as follows.
where a, b, c, d are real and i, j, k are imaginary operators. Any quaternion may be represented in the classic polar form [14] :
where θ is a real angle, as the generalization of the complex exponential e iθ = cosθ + isinθ by replacing i by any unit pure quaternion µ.
In [14] it is shown that every quaternion admits the following polar form:
where A = a + bi and B = c + di are complex, and is remarked its analogy to the Cayley-Dickson form of a quaternion q = (w + xi) + (y + zi)j = w + xi + yj + zk, also based on two complex numbers.
Image Applications
Quaternions have been used in color image processing, aiming at take into account the true nature of vector signals [15] . According to [10] , the opportunity to encode the image color information using algebraical representations provides the theoretical tools of the algebra to work with less dimensional data. In [10] , quaternion space is used to define frequency filters in color images. The author also reported the use of the frequency information of the quaternion spectrum on color image watermarking and to compute color image correlation. Color image edge detection was developed applying quaternion algebra in [16] .
On the other hand, Bayro in [17] shows the improvement of two-level images when representation and processing are carried out in geometric algebra. The author states that quaternions are useful to reveal the properties of an ndimensional representation of 2D signals and that they allow to disentangle the symmetries of 2D signals. A quaternion Gabor filter is designed based on this idea. The important conclusion that quaternions constitute a wide open area for the design and implementation of filters and estimators for the analysis of signals in the quaternion frequency domain, is presented.
Image Quaternion Representation in the Frequency Domain
To obtain the image quaternion representation in the frequency domain, the first step is to decompose the image in four bands of information in order to use them for constructing the initial quaternion description. We will use the second order derivatives of the face image to form the initial quaternion number, in the following way:
q(x, y) = yy are second order derivatives of the image. In Figure 1 a) this decomposition from a face image is depicted. This representation allows to encode more information about image in order to find an image description in the frequency domain with better illumination invariant attributes.
Once we have the initial quaternion description, Quaternion Discrete Fourier Transform (QDFT) [15] , is used to transform it to the frequency domain. The QDFT is defined as:
where µ is any unit pure quaternion and q is the initial quaternion number obtained in Eq. (5).
After obtaining a quaternion frequency domain representation of a face image using Eq. (6), it is possible to express it in polar coordinates using Eq. (4). We have then eight descriptions of the image, in order to analyze their illumination invariant properties and to determine the one which is the less affected by illumination variations.
In Figure 1 b) both cartesian and polar quaternion frequency domain components are shown. They are obtained using an initial quaternion description with the second order derivatives of a face image shown in a). 
Experimental Evaluation
Each quaternion frequency component is analyzed in order to determine the more illumination invariant one when used as face features and are compared with the ones obtained using the complex representation in [9] . The selected more invariant components are used as face image descriptor for verification and identification experiments. Since we are less concerned in the classification step and more in the feature extraction, a simple normalized correlation is used as a similarity measure in all cases.
To analyze the different quaternion components the experimental setup described in [9] is used. The intra-class variations are analyzed comparing images in XM2VTS [18] database. Images corresponding to the same subject with different illumination conditions are compared among them in two experiments: in the first one (1), frontal illuminated images are compared, while in the second one (2), non frontal illuminated images are used. Table 1 shows the mean correlations obtained when comparing face images using the different components for both, the quaternion and the complex representations. It can be appreciated that Polar1 exhibit the best illumination invariant properties among quaternion components, although when comparing with the complex representation, the Real component shows a little better performance. However, this is not enough for a face recognition task, it is necessary to evaluate the discriminative properties of both descriptions in face verification and identification experiments.
Verification experiment
The XM2VTS database with the Lausanne protocol [18] , specifically the Configuration I, is used to verify the performance of the proposed quaternion representation in face verification setup. The XM2VTS database contains 2360 images of 295 subjects, captured in 4 different sessions. The database is divided into a Training, an evaluation (Eval) and a Test sets, each of them composed of face images under controlled illumination conditions used as clients and others as imposters. There is an additional set (Dark) which contains non frontal illuminated images from the same subjects which are also used as clients and impostors comparisons.
The Equal Error Rate (EER) is the point at which the False Rejection Rate (FRR) is equal to the False Acceptance Rate (FAR). The value obtained by the classification method at this point in the Eval set is used as a threshold for the decision of acceptance or rejection in the Test and Dark sets. On the other hand, the Total Error Rate (TER) is the sum of FRR and FAR and is used to measure the performance of the verification system.
The TER obtained in each set of the database using the proposed quaternion and the complex representations are shown in Table 2. The Table also shows the results when the original face images are compared. It can be concluded from the table, that quaternion discriminative properties are very similar to the ones of original images when they are not affected by illumination variations (Eval and Test sets). However, the Polar1 component of quaternion is the most discriminative feature when they are affected by illumination variations (Dark set). As can be appreciated, although the Real component of complex representation seemed to be more illumination invariant, the quaternion description is significantly more discriminative for face verification.
Identification experiment
The Extended Yale B [19] database was used for face identification experiments. It contains images of 28 subjects seen under 64 different illumination conditions, in which the angle between the light source direction and the camera axis was changed each time, in a way that the larger the angle, the more unfavorable the lighting conditions are. Images with frontal angles were used as gallery and the others, were divided into 5 subsets according to the angle in the following way: S1 contains 225 images with angles between 0 - The recognition rates obtained using the three different representations in each subset are presented in Table 3 . Also in Figure 2 the cumulative match score vs. rank curve illustrates the performance of the three representations in S5, the most difficult one.
It can be appreciated from the Table 3 and Figure 2 that the quaternion representation outperforms both, the original and the complex representations in all subsets of the database, being more significant in those cases where the images have greater angles of variations in illumination. This also confirms the more discriminative properties of Polar1 component of quaternion representation.
Conclusions and Future Works
In this work, a quaternion representation starting from second order derivatives of face images is proposed. This representation is based on quaternion algebra properties, which encodes image information in a vectorial way. Using this representation eight quaternion components were obtained. Among them, Polar1 component proved to be the more illumination invariant one.
Although Polar1 component probed to be a feature with enough illumination invariant properties, these were a bit lower than the Real component of complex representation. Discriminative properties of both descriptions were analyzed on face recognition tasks. Results on face images verification and identification experiments confirmed that this quaternion representation is better than original images and complex representations, when dealing with images under varying lighting conditions. This shows the importance of the combination of illumination invariant and discriminative properties on face recognition frameworks.
Analyzing our work, it is possible to consider the quaternion representation as a wide area of research to developed new approaches in quaternion frequency domain. Taking into account that in complex frequency domain have been developed many face recognition methods with good performances, it can be presumed that turning to a higher dimension space as quaternions, the performance will increase. This higher dimension representation do not imply a dimensionality problem due to its algebraical properties.
As future work, it is necessary to evaluate the proposed quaternion representation with a more sophisticated similarity measure, instead of using the simple normalized correlation, which should improve the obtained results.
